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Best known as leading suppliers of device teardowns, iFixit announced today that it has turned much of its focus into even more pressing matters. In two months, the site had about half of its employees turn its focus to the creation of a medical repair database - one it has labeled the world's largest. It includes 13,000+
manuals from hundreds of companies available for everyone to use for free. Together with iFixit's own employees, a good part of the good work was crowdsourced with the help of experts. This has been a massive undertaking - and we were fortunate to receive the help and support of over 200 librarians and archivistes
from all over the country, writes iFixit chief Kyle Wiens in a post. Collectively, they've contributed thousands of hours of organizing piles of documents into a navigable, searchable system. The site offers a long list of volunteers, from a variety of universities, libraries and even companies like LinkedIn. Pulling off such a
project may have seemed an impossible task until recently, but an overtaxed medical system that strives to manage the COVID-19 pandemic has caused many to throw in where they can. IFixit notes that the database's use extends beyond COVID-19, but the need for such a resource feels more necessary than ever in
the current climate.  If appliances have stopped working, leak your ceiling, your toilet will not rinse, or the heater will not heat, welcome to the joys of home ownership!   Here you will find the fastest, clearest and most expert advice for DIY repairs. And if we don't have the best article or video to respond to your need, we'll
send you to the site that does. Just choose what you want to repair belowSed the garbage disposal jammed, clogged or leaking? This illustrated step-by-step guide provides expert advice to repair it, including a couple of quick fixes. Read more... Read this expert advice on how to fix gutters and downspouts. Disconnect
water and prevent the structure of your home from incurring moisture damage by maintaining your gutters. Read more... Expert advice on how to repair water damage on wooden floors, hardwood floor gouge repair, repair of wooden floors, fixing wooden floors scratches, and more ... How to repair was last modified:
September 8, 2020 by Don Vandervort, HomeTips © 1997 to 2020 These are the 7 most necessary repair tips every homeowner should know. 1. Fix a leaked toilet Running toilets not only rob sleep, they wastewater and jack up the bill. How to change a flapper - the usual suspect - and solve other probable problems.
Related: How to fix a sweaty toilet home maintenance tips keep vintage wallpaper, but upgrade that time- money-draining retro thermostat to programmable. Home maintenance tips Save money on more important things, like mortgages. Maintenance tips for your home Even if you think they've already started to freeze.
Maintenance tips For the home Tells signs that you are flubbing the homeowner's maintenance, such as parking on grass. Maintenance tips Avoid regret by knowing which questions to ask a REALTOR® owner before committing to a new home. 2. Repair the plaster hole the hardest part of the plaster repair is to make
the patch flush with the existing wall. A pumpkin patch is an easy repair that cuts down on grinding. Related: Another smart way to fix plaster - with Makeup sponges! Buy and sell Here's how you can price your home to sell quickly. Maintenance tips For your home Our winterization of the checklist for your home will help
you keep your house cozy and safe against winter's icy attacks. Cleaning and decluttering A bleach solution or rubbing alcohol is the best option to keep your home sanitized. 3. Adjust cabinet doors Changes in humidity can make cabinet doors rub, refuse to close, or just look cockeyed. Adjusting them is easy and
usually requires only a screwdriver. 4. Open a fixed window Windows stick when paint, dust or moisture builds up. Use a tool knife (or a pizza cutter) to remove old paint. Be careful not to chisel the wooden frame. If high humidity makes the windows difficult to move, run a humidifier that sucks moisture out of the air.
Related: Save money with Window Repair Tips 5. Stop a leaking faucet A dripping faucet can waste 5 liters of water per day. If you can not replace the defective part immediately, tie a string around the faucet and let it fall into the drain: Dripping water will quietly flow down the string. 6. Silence Door Squeaks Remove
squeaks from the doors by lubricating the top and bottom hinges with a little WD-40 or white lithium grease. If you don't have any on hand, olive oil is a quick but temporary solution. 7. Turn off the main water line Do not wait until the water flows into your house to search for the main water line. When things are calm and
dry, find and practice turning it on and off. I'd like to see if I can put a wide-angle lens my cameras and take off the IR filter. If I can get my hands on these manuals it can help me decide if it's possible and then make the project a little more disaster-resistant ;) Image source/image source/Getty Images You can download
and view free autoreparation manuals from websites such as ManualsLib.com, Free-Auto-Repair-Manuals.com, JustGiveMeTheDamnManual.com, and AutoZone.com. Many manufacturers also allow to download free copies of repair and user manuals for various models and and of vehicles from their websites. Both
Free-Auto-Repair-Manuals.com and JustGiveMeTheDamnManual.com allow users to search for auto repair manuals based on the car's manufacturer. Each site displays a visual list of manufacturer logos that the user can choose to see all available manuals for this do. By clicking on a manufacturer, such as BMW, the
user can view the books for different models, such as cars from the 3 Series or 5 Series. By clicking on a specific model, the user is able to then select the exact year of the vehicle as she needs the manual. ManualsLib.com it possible for users to search for manuals by selecting a tag or performing a keyword search. As
it offers manuals for products other than just vehicles, users should use the keyword search tool to find the exact year, create and model of auto repair manual necessary. Different manufacturers host repair manuals on different parts of their sites, but in most cases they are in a section dedicated to car owners rather than
potential buyers. Buyers.
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